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Executive Summary
The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and attractive
medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational educational cooperation across Europe will be
facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried out on the European education
policy dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster media literacy to schools. It will provide
a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for students with special educational needs; it will be
enriched with interdisciplinary teaching materials for school education at a European level; it will be
integrated in modern educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community
with the necessary tools for the cultivation of communication skills, participation of every European
learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements through
the Student Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the existing
“European School Radio” ( http://europeanschoolradio.eu ), which has been operating in Greece for
the last six years with great success.
The aim of this report is to give a short but comprehensive report on the demands and
prerequisites in order to set up an European-wide networked School Web Radio.

Introduction
The aim of this section is to provide the intellectual output1, Activity 2, Task 1Activity O1/A2 - A
Definition and requirement analysis of a networked Web Radio Model for schools European-wide.
Task 1. A short but comprehensive report on the demands and prerequisites in order to set up an
European-wide networked School Web Radio.

1. Scope
The present document is the Deliverable 01/A2/T1 which creates short but comprehensive report on
the demands and prerequisites in order to set up an European-wide networked School Web Radio.

2. Audience
The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school partners), the
NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the public interested in this project.

3. Target Groups
The target group of this report is all the partners and stakeholders that have any interest in NEStOR
and has been identified for the project before (in the proposal or other documents).
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4. Content Management
The project’s content plan will be guided by the project deliverables within the project lifecycle. This
project deliverable is due to Month 6 and submitted for the first assessment seminal report.

5. Structure
Introduction
Section 1. Management, Structures and Educational prerequisites
EU Media Literacy, A European board of National Boards, National Boards, The
Committees, Management, Roles and Teams, Usual Roles in School Radio Teams
Section 2. Legal Issues and Copyright
Section 3. The Technology and Infrastructure
The source, the Server, the Listener, Interactivity Radio and Visual Information-Web
Portal
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“Radio could be the most wonderful public communication system imaginable, a gigantic system of channels
- could be, that is, if it were capable not only of transmitting but of receiving, of making listeners hear but
also speak, not of isolating them but connecting them.”(Bertolt Brecht, 1930)

Introduction
In this report, in the context of project NEStOR, the author attempts to analyse what is needed to
create a European wide networked European school radio
Networked European School Radio, is a Web radio1, namely is an audio service transmitted via the
Internet Nowadays2, a range of amateur and professional broadcasters run their own web radio, and
podcasts and in addition to computers, there are now a number of devices designed to receive
internet radio web radios from around the world3.
Broadcasting on the Internet is usually referred to as webcasting since it is not transmitted broadly
through wireless means. Many 'webcasters' set up their web radios for free and choose to exploit
ambiguities license fees and in copyright rules. Most web radios are however dependent upon
commercial copyright music and we are going to see later, in EU, license and copyright rules are
applied. Most established analogue radios ‘stream’ their programming at the same time as their
broadcast transmissions and this has had far reaching implications for their ability to reach wider
audiences. Storing audio on the web has enabled listeners to 'time-shift' in their listening habits to
suit their lifestyles. This approach has created new ways to radio and enabled programme makers and
audiences to expand their radio experience in new ways. Such ways allow communities producing
content through web radio and networking among their members. Members and listeners in general
of such radio communities are linking their cultural and social interests in local and global spheres.
The radio industry worldwide has learnt to respond to competition through taking on alternative
forms of digital distribution and by continuing to keep abreast of the media uses of its audiences4
Audience now listen in increasing numbers to audio broadcasts through their televisions, MP3 players
and Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) Radio. Increasingly knowledge of, and access to, new media
such as the internet is crucial for social functioning, particularly amongst young people. Many
established web radios use the web to complement their broadcasting activities such as 'listen again'
and podcasts, 'chatting' or direct contact with producers (tweet, Facebook, email, etc.), 'posting' with
pictures, live cameras in studio, in web radio portals, etc.; so audiences can listen to programmes
when they want and also contact and relate with producers in many ways.
As the Ofcom report about 'the iPod generation’ has identified, radio leaders need to be aware that
young people want radio to do more and to have more control over what, how and when they listen.
Listeners, ask the key question to broadcasters:
1 Also, Internet radio, net radio, streaming radio, e-radio, online radio
2 Caroline Mitchell, Brian Lister, Tony O'Shea (2010) ,”Managing Radio”, Publisher Sound Concepts Limited
Published January 23, ISBN 9781445223124, page 29
3 Rajar research has shown that about eight million people in Britain listen to internet radio web radios at least
once a week (Wray, 2008).
4 Ferguson, D. A., (2006) 'Industry-Specific Management Issues', in A.B. Albarran, S.M. Chan-Olmstead and
M.O. Wirth (eds.), Handbook of Media Management and Economics, London: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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"What's in it for me? Why should I spend my time HERE rather than on Facebook or My Space?" 5
This new radio approach opens many technology, management and administration and other issues.
Especially for European School Radio, the query to become a European wide web radio opens
important concepts that need to be discussed.
In the next sections we shall tackle the management and administration side of the Networked
European School Radio, the Legal and copyright matters, the technology and infrastructure needed to
implement it successfully and also some words on sustainability and support of the new web radio
station.

5 Caroline Mitchell, Brian Lister, Tony O'Shea (2010) ,”Managing Radio”, Publisher Sound Concepts Limited
Published January 23, ISBN 9781445223124, page 30
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Management, Structures and Educational
prerequisites
Main challenges
In this section, the main challenges in managing effectively the Networked European School Radio are
presented and analysed.
To start with, the most important element in each partner country (Cyprus, Denmark, Greece,
Lithuania) and in effect, in every country involved in the Networked European School Radio(NESR),
there is always a critical number of schools, students and educators/teachers who are interested to
join annually, the Web Radio. These educators will be responsible to form and coordinate Radio
Teams with students for their schools.
The schools and Radio Teams in each EU country need to follow the guides and instructions of joining
the web radio platform. If the platform has not instructions available in their language they will use
the English instructions initially and then they will participate in the group of schools that will
translate the instructions and guide in the native language to help other schools in the future.
Similarly important is the fact that every EU country educational system allows school communities to
join the web radio effectively. In other words, school formal and informal curricula and programs in
EU countries need to give the opportunity for educators and students to be able to take advantage of
the new web radio. To achieve this, they either use existing structures or introduce new ones.

Media education and EU

Media education implementation varies widely across Europe. Many of the EU’s member states
already have substantial media education activity, and the field is still growing. Usually, those
activities are carried out within the formal context, but also in the informal extra-curriculum context.
Various programs been introduced at all levels of educational systems in other European countries in
media literacy (for example in French, Finland) to train students in the understanding and
interpretation of mass media messages, to encourage critical analysis; in addition, they try to teach
students how to develop their own independent opinions about messages transmitted in mass media.
Furthermore, in classroom work (research, analysis, evaluation and study of production methods),
students also receive "hands on" training in the practical aspects of media – for example, editing
newspapers, learning how to shoot, edit, produce and distribute evening news pieces for television
and radio, and operating cable television stations. Students also study the politics of mass media in
Finland and other countries, including the control of the media, the business of mass media industry,
channels of communication and other global media issues.
Still, there are also EU member states which have no media literacy activities integrated into the
formal system. In fact, it seems to be a gap between those members who have been implementing
media education for years, and those without any sustainable infrastructure for its integration and
implementation in their schools. Any projects in those countries are mostly implemented on an
informal level and driven by the motivation of a few individuals.
Even though the development and implementation of structures for media education varies widely
across Europe, it seems that most EU countries see the necessity of media education and are
therefore keen to integrate it as an essential part of education in their schools.

Administration structures
2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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Educators will be able to join the national “administration web radio structure”, which is the board of
directors or the appropriate committees, which lead the Web Radio for the country. These educators
are usually the ones who will voluntarily want to contribute to the development of the European
School Radio in their local community and the country as a whole. The structure is explained in the
next section here.
The educators can be of any specialisation at any level or hierarchy and the schools joining the Radio
can be of any educational level. In addition, officers at any level of the secondary educational level
administration can be encouraged to participate in the national web radio administration structures
in order to strengthen the decision level and the enforcement of educational, promotional and other
local or national schemes/projects.
Other issues involve, financial viability and sustainability of the project.
The financial viability of the project is mainly associated with any expenses that the national web
radio will face. The members of the web radio administration at all levels, normally they will not be
compensated, since this is in voluntary basis; but, any promotional material, web site services,
travelling, other expenses necessary to make the radio available in the country need to be subsidised
somehow. One way is to have the local municipality organisation/authorities or any other ministry of
education body to adopt the web radio or provide the technology infrastructure and/or any other
costs related to the operation of the Web Radio. In the same way, if the Ministry of Education or
other competent authority want to utilise people or put educators in job positions related to Media
this may give the opportunity to educators work solely on this purpose and this would be ideal.
The same applies for the “sustainability” of the project in any country, since the Board and the
committees and more particularly the persons maintaining and supporting the operation. It is
important that these persons will be able to spend time and resources to make the Web Radio
operational.

A Mission Statement

It is important to get a concise mission statement put together as soon as possible, so every time
someone new gets involved, they understand what ESR web radio is all about. Every country may
want to use the central Mission Statement or adjust it to the local needs.

The requirement for an Administration Structure

An organisational structure helps define the roles of, and the relationships between, the different
people, departments and functions within an organisation. It helps specify the division of work and
the hierarchy, authority and formal lines of communication.

2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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1. A European Board of National Boards
This boards decides for the future of the ESR . The members are two(2) Greece, since they started it
and know all the details about it and one(1) from each country, which is the one representative from
each country who is the president of the National Board. Each member has a vote and for the first
four(4) years the President will come from Greece to ensure the continuity, the stability and the
passing of the long years for experience into the New European School Radio.

2. National Boards
Usually educators at the board of directors know each other well and have worked together for some
time or years on projects, and trust each other. So, it is easy for them to be in constant
communication about the web radio web radio. As the board, they are responsible for ultimate
decisions about the web radio, and for organizing the work that needs to get done. Each board need
to have a “representative” who will represent the national radio at the “European Board Level”.
Usually the board consists of four (4) people (can be five) with the president having double vote when
needed.
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3. The Committees
The committees6 serves mainly as a guide to help design the structure that best suits the particular
needs. The structure is scalable and extendible; it also gives transparency and when specific needs
arise, they are filled quickly; furthermore, the leading group can identify discreet tasks in the each
component of the structure and set accountabilities and utilise volunteers to specific purposes.
Volunteers also know clearly where and when to offer their help. The following committees are
indicative and in cases may not be separate but joined, depending on the people availability and the
choice of each country's management style.

Steering Committee:
The steering committee is usually made up by people who, over the past year, have really
involved in working together in projects and particularly on stuff for the web radio and are
knowledgeable and strongly committed to it. The steering committee may involve from five
up to twelve people, including the four board members. These are all people who understand
the web radio mission, who can talk about it well, who represent the idea well to the
community and who want to work on it. Because of the diversity of the community, it is
important that the steering committee be diverse, too. Responsibilities involve, drafting
programming policy, co-ordinating listener research, monitoring output and performance and
ensuring legal compliance, PR for representation.

Orientation, Training and Education committee:
●

●

●

●

Organise the training material, guides, the training activities and events, supports educational
activities at schools, in municipalities, etc.. They will help schools and students particularly in
order to be able to organise Radio Teams to produce radio shows and other media products
related to the shows and the activities on the Web Radio Portal.
Provides new members with an orientation that includes radio values, overall compliance
issues, internal procedures and process for feedback/questions, communication tools and
procedures, clear expectations.
The guidance and orientation: give new producers with orientation on how to speak on-air,
reminds of the process for staying within compliance, swearing, guests, no-ads,
announcements, how to promote the web radio and not just their personal show, how to
operate equipment, etc..
In addition, this committee may get them involved in Web Radio beyond just being on the
air, works out with web radio committees what areas need volunteers/what skillset is being
looked for.

Finance and HR committee
Responsible for financial matters and also recruitment of personnel for various roles such as
volunteers for events, trainers/tutors.
 Monitors income/expenses: keeps governing body updated with budget progress
 Oversees grant commitments: keeps tabs of grant requirements/expectations and maintains
a calendar of activities
 Keeps abreast of non-profit status or any state regulations: maintains documents in accessible
place, receives mail related to organizational status
 Develops annual budget with feedback from web radio/other committees: drafts a template
6 Based on http://www.prometheusradio.org/Organizing_Your_web radio and
http://www.soundconcepts.ltd.uk/managingradio/a22.html
2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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and asks for timely input



Reports profit/loss or budget outcomes to larger web radio group: prepares easily digestible
reports to larger group to show progress

Coordination and Governance











Coordinates activities among all committees: has regular check-ins with committees
"Hires/Appoints" personnel even as a volunteer receives regular updates from web radio
leaders, Takes lead in writing the web radio's policies
makes sure that web radio policies reflect mission/values
Develops process for resolving internal conflicts: make sure this is transparent and wellarticulated to all members BEFORE an issue comes up
Develops strategies for negotiating with complicated external relationships
Helps identify roles/committees to fill when seeking volunteers (with PR committee),also
works on orientation/training materials
carries out lead coordination on all governance items, makes work-plan for web radio-wide
fund raising efforts, sets funding goals throughout the year, looks at annual budget goals and
sets activities to meet those needs
Maintains relationship with donors (small and large): coordinate with PR committee to make
sure that generous donors (or foundations) are kept in the loop, sends out "thank
you's"/updates
Updates donation request/equipment list (with PR Committee/Technical Committee)
Coordinates t-shirts, stickers, or other fund-raising perks (with PR Committee)

Public Relations, promotion and events










Carries out web radio promotion, via social media, other local media, word of mouth
campaigns, email blasts, even neighborhood flyering, etc..
Maintains updated email lists, uses some database to maintain and keep up to date, being
responsible train new members to also play this role,
Coordinates newsletter or annual report or regular web radio news with general public this
really depends on what works best for your web radio; online presence can take care of this
Organizes community events: makes proposals for activities, coordinates events among the
rest of the web radio body,
Prepares research among members and listeners: Takes in evaluation or assesses public
feedback and opinion, this can be via an ongoing intentional effort or at key times throughout
the year shares/prepares results with/for the rest of web radio,
Seeks out sponsoring possibilities for activities and events (with the fundraising committee)
Seeks out equipment donations (with support from Technical Committee), has a process for
turning down equipment donations (not useful) as well as accepting them Coordinates works
with finance committee to make sure that tax exempt letters are handed out appropriately
for donations
reviews working groups/committees with the Coordination committee to identify areas for
volunteer recruitment or internal work team distribution

Programming Committee



Coordinates programming: eg. Live shows, pre-recorded
Coordinates programme slots: introduction to new producers and subjects or genres,
2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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schedules programs/slots, reviews process/recommendations for changes to programming
Maintains a public calendar of programming: promotes via other committees, the web,
flyers/hardcopy
Coordinates regular meetings of all web radio personnel: develops agendas, distributes notes,
files or archives meeting minutes/decisions
Works with governance committees to ensure that the programming reflects the identity of
the web radio

Technical committee










Conducts equipment review and troubleshooting,
 maintains an equipment inventory
 performs EAS tests and logs monthly reports
Purchases replacement / upgrade to equipment
◦ Coordinates this with governance committee and finances committee (ie, no blank
checks!)
Tasked with being the point person/committee to deal with tech issues/relationships
(vendors, etc.)
◦ looks for warranties and or upgrades
◦ attends trainings/webinars on tech matters
◦ identifieds emerging technologies (cost saving)
Develops an orientation process for new committee members/share knowledge
◦ can be a training manual
◦ should include a document that can help any member guide the (EU) regulations to
necessary Studio Log
Oversees web-streaming and maintenance of sound quality etc.
◦ overall tech management
◦ emergencies arise when they arise . . . and must define the "on-call" situations?
Key committee for web radio building, works with engineers or other support to get web
radio on 'air' become point person(s) for acquiring equipment.

Compliance committee







Authenticate the users during the Registration process on the Web Radio Platform according
to a specific process. This is an extremely important task to ensure that members are genuinly
educators and students.
Keeps updated on license status
Reports regularly to web radio members regarding upcoming events (license renewal, etc.)
Contributes to development/oversight of underwriting strategy/process
Helps develop compliance portion of orientation for new (and old) members
Tasked with being point person/committee when interacting with National regulatory or
Copyright bodies, monitors music licensing, liability issues, etc.

An Advisory Committee
Having an advisory committee is a nice way to involve people whose support you want, but
who do not necessarily have the time to work with you on a regular basis. Our advisory
committee includes a lawyer, a couple radio engineers, a local video producer, a programmer,
a labour organizer, anybody from organisations or bodies that can be of help in need. These
people literally act as advisors, on technical, legal and programmatic issues. Again, people
2016‐1‐EL01‐KA201‐023575
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who represent your community, and who you trust, and who are supportive and believing of
this project, are the people involved.

Fund-raising committee



Organizes fund-raising activities: in coordination with PR Committee, sets sponsoring goals
and coordinates funding drives (with PR Committee), develops clear and unmistakable
process for sponsoring (with Compliance committee)
Seeks out grants/large donors: this task may fall to one person or governance committee
support, to help apply for grants.

Voluntary forum
provides a voice for volunteers and other users, to influence the management of the web
radio, raise any problems, develop programming ideas and devise broadcast events. The
Coordinator, leader and Training leader attend meetings of the Forum. In addition to
nominating members for Board election the Forum elects one of its own number to act as
Head Volunteer and represent their interests at the sub-committees.
Meetings: All the members of the committees need to have permanent and exceptional meetings
either in person or online (eg. Skype meetings). This is defined by the board and the person in charge
of the committee(s).

Management, Roles and Teams
It is not simply that 'who manages' has changed in radio, how they manage is also changing. Radio
leaders now manage multi-skilled employees, have an ever increasingly participative audience and
increasingly answer the demands of global organisations. Perhaps encouraged by these demands they
have become increasingly influenced by modern management theories. Nonetheless we would argue
that management theory here cannot be assimilated wholesale: radio is a specific environment and
management needs to adapt to and reflect this appropriately.7
Other possible roles and job descriptions that may be considered localy 8 .
Managing Editor which refers to someone who has overall responsibility for a local radio and the
Programme Organiser while their equivalent in commercial radio was a Programme Controller.

School Team Management
Team components
Every school may have one or more radio teams. This normally involves at least one teacher in charge
and a number of students participating in order to produce radio shows and other radio products on

7

Ibid., p.15

8
Caroline Mitchell, Brian Lister, Tony O'Shea (2010) ,”Managing Radio”, Publisher Sound Concepts
Limited Published January 23, ISBN 9781445223124, also found on
https://www.slideshare.net/victori98pt/managing-radio
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the Web Radio. School Radio teams can work individually or collaborate to produce one or more
audio products.
Accountability and liability
The teacher in charge is not only coordinating the team but also manage the group, help to allocate
roles and responsibilities, s/he monitors their work progress, their relationship and their
responsibilities;. Above all, s/he is in charge, accountable and liable to the Networked European
School Web Radio, the school, the student's parents and guardians, to the society and the law, for the
final audio radio show or audio product in terms of content and quality. It is of paramount
importance that the final output is checked and rechecked by the teacher in charge from all the
aspects, in terms of content and also in technology. The teacher is in charge to submit (upload) the
final product to the Web Radio Platform according to the standards and rules that the Radio sets.
Usual Roles in School Radio Teams
 Producer / Broadcasters, presenters: Members who lead, organise, make the radio broadcasts
(music, talks, etc..)
 Programme Flow Modulator: Members define when the show or the advertisement spots, will
be played making sure that they schedule properly following the School Teams will and also
the Web Radio rules and conditions.
 Internet and Multimedia: Members that are principally engaged in the development and
maintenance of the Radio Team’s Web Page on the Web Radio platform (Community pages),
or on Social Media, such as Facebook, Myspace, Tweeter, Instagram, and more. They are also
responsible for making sure that all team members share information and files or
communication among them.
 Journalists/Reporters: Are mainly radio producers working on producing the information that
will become the texts/scripts. Usually they act also as the Script writers or Editors.
 Public Relations, Advertising: These members are responsible to promote the radio show and
the radio station to the public. They communicate also with fans and friends over the Web
Page or other Social Media electronic means.
 Technical Support/Sound Engineers: Responsible of the technical equipment and the technical
issues such as setting up the computer, microphones, mixing panels, software, recording,
etc..
Many of the roles above may be combined and can be shared among the same persons.
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Legal Issues and Copyright
This section analyses the importance of legal and copyright issues involved in Networked European
School Radio.
In principle, the Web Radio Portal the European Board of Directors will ensure that all legal and
copyright issues are ensured for the effective and legal operation and broadcasting of the N-ESR. As
shown below, the Board need to make sure that the Radio will act in accordance to the rules and
regulations of the EU Framework Directive, 2002/21/EC and respect the Copyright laws for music and
other protected material used in the context of school radio productions.

Compliance to rules and regulations
A web-only web radio is a combination of live, recorded and on-demand audio streams to generate
content. the distinction between these three types of streams is technical rather than other. The
listener cannot really spot the difference by clicking on the radio whether joins a live radio show, or a
recorded scheduled or random radio show, an automated rotation, etc.. On the other hand, web
radios are extremely 'visible' since on the Internet they are simple to trace and find their origin. In
general, a web radio has to have copyright clearance though in order to be able to offer any music
that is protected by copyright. The same applies of course, for any copyright material in form of text
or even picture or video that can be used on a Web Radio Portal . Since, replication of digital content
is very easy and also capturing Web radio streams , the copyright issues become of enormous
importance. In principle, copyright rules are similar to normal radio web radios.
Anything ‘receivable’ in EU is subject to EU legislation and this has no exceptions. In every EU,
country, local legislation is usually adapted to the EU legislation and in any case, even in UK that
moves outside of EU, have similar or stricter legislation and regulations about radio and web radios
operation.

Legal and copyright restrictions and possibilities
Networked European School Radio need to get clearance for copyright and regulations in order to
operate effectively. Copyright and legislation is important for every Web Radio, since it can define and
limit the actual broadcasting (transmitting over electronic networks) of music played on the radio and
these type of legislation is almost identical in most countries. On the other hand, there are still 'holes'
concerning the content of online provided services – this includes web radios-, not yet defined and
clarified.
The legislation defines the way music is on the “air” since it may limits how often playlisted tracks can
be repeated within 3 hours, or limits on the number of complete tracks from the same album played
in proximity, it also limits on pre-announcement of coming-up tracks, etc.. In addition, it sets flat fees
for using music but the jurisdiction is not quite clear for the on-demand streaming. In USA the
equivalent legislation is the DMCA (Digital Millennium Copyright Act).
For the EU there is the regulatory framework for electronic communications (Framework Directive,
2002/21/EC) which is a series of rules (law covers fixed and wireless telecoms, internet, broadcasting
and transmission services) and apply throughout the EU Member States mainly to regulate
competition and give basic user rights and is very broadly provide rules for the web radios9. The rules
9 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/sites/digital-agenda/files/Copy%20of%20Regulatory%20Framework%20for%20Electonic%20Communications%202013%20NO%20CROPS.pdf
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were updated in 2009 to take into account the developments in this area and transposed into
national legislation in the 27 Member States on 25 May 2011. The current telecoms rules are
currently under review, via the so-called "connectivity package"10 launched on September 2016. The
content carried over electronic communication networks is regulated by audiovisual media
services' rules11.

EU Regulations not yet complete: Content services are not covered
The EU Telecoms Directive mainly applies to providers of electronic communications network and
services. The concept of ‘electronic communications services’ is horizontal and technology neutral
due to technology convergence. The concept covers all kinds of services that consist wholly or partly
in electronic conveyance of communications in the form of sound, images, text or combinations.
In effect it touches web radios since the previous implies conveyance even by means of radio
techniques, including two-way and one-way communications, point-to-point communications (for
example, telephony services. VoIP, Internet and other information society services that are provided
on demand), and point-to-multipoint communications (broadcast services, that is, ‘traditional’ radio
and television, see above)12. The essential condition is that an electronic communications service
consists - wholly or partly - in electronic conveyance of communications. Thus, the EU telecoms
regulation applies to infrastructure services (provision of networks or transport of communication),
whereas content services (for example, radio and television services, on-demand audiovisual services,
web services and so on) are not covered.13
With regard to the delimitation between electronic communication services and other ICT services,
the Framework Directive states14:
It is necessary to separate the regulation of transmission from the regulation of content. This
framework does not therefore cover the content of services delivered over electronic
communications networks using electronic communications services, such as broadcasting content,
financial services and certain information society services, and is therefore without prejudice to
measures taken at Community or national level in respect of such services ...) The separation between
the regulation of transmission and the regulation of content does not prejudice the taking into
account of the links existing between them, in particular in order to guarantee media pluralism,
cultural diversity and consumer protection.
The last sentence indicates that the telecoms regulation can include issues which are located in the
borderland between transmission services and content services, and such rules indeed exist.
In summary, the EU’s Framework Directive classified electronic communications into “electronic
communications networks” (ECN) and “electronic communications services” (FCS). Its Audiovisual
Media Service Directive (AVMSD) divides the media into linear (television broadcasts) and non-linear
(on-demand) services that are often utilized in response to content regulations under convergence.
However, the directive may not be sufficient15. (More on this, check APPENDIX A)

10 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/connectivity-european-gigabit-society
11 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/revision-audiovisual-media-services-directive-avmsd
12 Andrej Savin, Jan Trzaskowski(2014), Research Handbook on EU Internet Law, Edited, Copenhagen Business
School, Denmark, ISBN 9781 782544166, E-ISBN 978 1 78254 4173, page 19
13 Ibid. page 20
14 Ibid. page 67
15 Policy and Marketing Strategies for Digital Media, Yu-li Liu, Robert G. Picard, Routledge,16 Απρ 2014
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Copyright16
The process of adapting copyright regulation to cope with the Internet is an issue which the European
school radio should consider in every country. Having said that, when the music is broadcasted from a
server in one country, say in Greece, then the copyright laws apply to this country for the Internet,
also for the country listening. If the copyright issues are settle in the country of original broadcast
normally there is no problem with related rules and regulations. On the other hand, this can be a
problem since some European countries may have a different approach. Web radio, is not the same
as music file sharing or but it has found itself considered guilty by association. This is part of a very
complex set of issues that will certainly redefine the present relationship between the major record
companies, their artists, the whole of the radio industry and the music fan. Although radio
broadcasters currently have the advantage of holding clear-cut music licenses, on the other hand web
radio stations stand to be beneficiaries of the confusion if they can forge positive working
relationships with the minor record labels, and directly with artists. This small-scale approach again
fits with the niche audience role especially for a school web radio.
A great potential is to use free license music and music produced by pupils, students and other
musicians or bodies who play free music.

Web Radio Licensing17
This is only an issue between web radio and copyright holders. At the moment there is no prospect of
any equivalent of broadcast licences applying to web radio. However, a 'go' licence from a
governmental or regulatory body (e.g. Ministry of Education, or Media regulation body) renewed
annually, will be considered as safe net. One way to do it to have the “aegis” of a competent body of
the Ministry of Education.

Free speech and responsibility
On the other side of freedom of speech lie the ethical and moral consequences of what a web radio
broadcasts. Here reputation is the governing factor in place of external control. Again, this is an
important new area for many radio makers. The content they put out on a web radio is more fully a
matter of individual conscience and demands a framework of media ethics for which the maker takes
responsibility. The downside of working outside specific laws and regulations which clear for analogue
radio but not as clear for a web radio, is that a web radio’s site is also much more exposed to the
actions of any opponents. On the Internet, a determined individual with a reasonable knowledge of
computers can close a website down, if only temporarily. The chances of detection or redress are
slim.
In conclusion, for the web radio to survive this phase, it is more important to understand the creative
spirit of the Internet rather than any regulatory issues. School radio teams, may simply be motivated
by the fun of getting something they’ve made out there in the public domain, or by a desire to make
the programmes they don’t hear on the broadcast web radios they can pick up.

16 Chris Priestman (2002) Web Radio: Radio Production for Internet Streaming, Gulf Professional Publishing,
ISBN 13: 978-0-240-51635-6 ISBN-10: 0-240-51635-4 (p.238-240)
17 ibid
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The Technology and Infrastructure
Web radio, or more commonly referred to as Internet radio is a technology that continuously
transmits audio (streaming audio) over the internet to your computer. This technique of broadcasting
audio using data transmission is very much like listening to terrestrial radio. The most obvious benefit
of using Web radio is access to thousands of radio web radios that you wouldn’t normally be able to
listen to due to your locale. Another advantage is an almost unlimited supply of music, live events,
radio shows, etc.., that you can listen to in real-time. This on-demand audio technology gives you
access to entertainment at any time of the day without having to first download files to your hard
drive (Podcasts).
Until the 21st century, the only way to obtain radio broadcasts over the Internet was through your PC.
That will soon change, as wireless connectivity will feed Internet broadcasts to car radios, PDAs and
mobile phones. The next generation of wireless devices will greatly expand the reach and
convenience of Internet radio.
There are three elements to workable online radio.

The source
sound (audio) such as clips, music tracks, live voice and so on.

The server
They mix it all together, put it into a format that can be streamed and send it out through the
Internet sound waves at the click of a link. 18

The listener
because without listeners there really isn’t any point in broadcasting. The listener connects to the
server and can hear anything streaming.

Interactivity Radio and Visual Information-Web Portal
Interactivity of producers with listeners and vice versa, through text, pictures, video, chat, etc. via
Web Radio Portal
The source: Audio Formats
There are a few audio formats that Internet radio uses like, MP3, OGG, WMA, RA, AAC Plus, etc.. Most
up-to-date software media players can play streaming audio using these popular formats.
Other technologies involved are,
 audio tracks onto a computer’s hard drive
 Assorted recording and editing software
 Microphones
 Audio mixer
18 Examples of commercial servers is the Icecast or Shoutcast through Shoutcheap.com
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Outboard audio gear (equalizer, compressor, etc..)
Digital audio card
Dedicated computer with encoder software

Server
The main computer device capable of transmitting, broadcasting is the “Streaming media server”.
The server should provide 24-Hour global Radio broadcasting. This needs a have high capacity of RAM
memory (e.g. 8-64 GB), high speed Processor (e.g. INTEL, AMD the latest technology), high capacity of
disk (e.g. 1 TB -100 TB), with backup technologies, in RAID connectivity or latest storing techniques;
appropriate operating system (e.g. Windows server, or LINUX), appropriate streaming software,
sound compressors, and a plethora of other software to transmit and manage sound, pictures,
databases, transfer data, etc.. (E.g. Icecast Server, Audacity, Jazler, MySQL, Apache Server, FTP, etc..).
The Main Server must be able to manage the Web Portal and Platform for Administration,
Management and maintenance of the Radio Station.
This Server will be situated physically in Greece on a high Bandwidth Transmission Telecommunication High Speed Node. In the future, if the need in each country is extremely high, there might be a
'mirroring' or other expansion approach.
Server: Cloud automation & playout
Web Radios may run its own proprietary cloud streaming platform. They can provide a very
technologically advanced service supporting unlimited listeners so web radio station will grow
seamlessly with the audience. All audio streams are delivered over port 80 which means the web
station can reach listeners behind firewalls or in restrictive IT environments.
Server: Schedule and Automate Software
Radio automation and scheduling software systems (such as airtime19, Jazler20 make sure web radio
station is always on the air and sounds good. They manage playing jingles and ads on time, putting up
playlists for when no DJ is playing, and taking over if things go wrong with your live broadcast. When
you can't have a DJ doing a live show you have to fill up the time somehow. Instead of using third
party tools that rely on cloud and remote folders and other web tools.
Server: Streaming
Streaming technology is used to distribute Internet radio, typically using an audio codec. The
streaming system architecture comprises four elements: capture and encoding, serving, distribution
and delivery, and media player. Streaming audio formats include MP3, Ogg Vorbis, Windows Media
Audio, RealAudio, and HE-AAC (or aacPlus). Audio data is continuously transmitted serially (streamed)
over the local network or internet in TCP or UDP packets, then reassembled at the receiver and
played a second or two later. The delay is called lag, and is introduced at several stages of digital
audio broadcasting.21
Capture and encoding takes the source audio from the microphone and exports it into a compressed
(encoded) computer file. These files are stored on a content server which controls the real-time

19 Airtime is a radio management application for remote broadcast automation (via web-based scheduler)
https://www.sourcefabric.org/en/airtime/
20 Jazler RadioStar is a propriety radio automation package developed by Jazler software, www.jazler.com/
21 Hoeg, Wolfgang; Lauterbach, Thomas (2009).Digital audio broadcasting: principles and applications of DAB,
DAB+ and DMB. Wiley.ISBN978-0-470-51037-7. p.26 , p.43
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delivery of the stream. The distribution channel (usually the Internet) connects the server to the
player. The media player renders the media on the PC or another device.
Server-client22
Unicasting is a classical approach to radio streaming. Requests from clients (users) to receive a stream
are managed by a server or a cluster of servers. In the case of clustering, load balancing is used to
improve reliability of the stream delivery, especially if one of the servers breaks down.
Unicasting has a “scaling” problem. Since all the streams are transmitted to the Internet from one
source, a server quickly reaches its upper capacity limit, resulting in a “server busy” message.
Multicasting is a solution to serve a single stream to multiple users. The multicast-enabled network
routers clone (replicate) the Internet datagrams (packets) for each user requesting the stream.
Podcasting is a way to “subscribe” to radio programmes and have them delivered to your personal
computer.

Listening
Internet radio is typically listened to on a standard home PC or similar device (hand-held wireless
devices, games consoles, interactive TV, etc.), through an embedded player program located on the
respective station's website. In recent years, dedicated devices that resemble and offer the listener a
similar experience to a traditional radio receiver have arrived on the market23.

Interactivity in Web Radio24
This concerns the Radio and the Visual Information, since the traditional radio is a medium for the
ears only but the Web Radio on Web Radio additional information may be shown visually (e.g. RDS),
but of course the Web radio is a hybrid audio/visual medium. It incorporates interaction among
producers and listeners or among members of the station and is mostly based on visual reception. In
fact, the Web Radio is of audio and at the same time of visual information intensity. In reality, a true
successful Web Radio of true two-way interaction.
Here is a list of an indicative simple list of visual interaction forms for Web Radio:


Supporting text information (may be selectable by listener)



- For music: Title, artist, composer, album, credits etc..
- For music: Advertisement for upcoming live shows or other events
- For news on current affairs: Source for information given, link to further info
- Programme schedule, e.g. hint on repeated transmission later or on related programmes
Pictures (may be selectable by listener)



- Of presenters in action
- Background about presenters or album
- Advertisements for shows or events
True two-way interaction, loosely integrated with programme:
- Participation in polls or votes
- Email correspondence with web radio or other listeners

22 F. Kozamernik and M. Mullane (2005) EBU TECHNICAL REVIEW – October 2005 4 / 15
23 Ibid.
24 Chris Priestman (2002) Web Radio: Radio Production for Internet Streaming, Gulf Professional
Publishing,ISBN 13: 978-0-240-51635-6 ISBN-10: 0-240-51635-4 (p.238-240)
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- Chat with web radio and/or other listeners
- On-air or off-air competitions
Other complex interaction forms for Web Radio involve:
 Interaction highly integrated with programme/schedule function


interactive playlists/podcast, i.e. musical request programme

Other individual requests
 may be sent in via Web, email, SMS, Facebook, Tweet
 Wiki, Forum, Help contributions


Upload of music and speech contributions



Interactive games and contests, e.g. Guessing of title, artist,...



Web radio platform enables automatic forms for interaction or communication, for example
for collaborative radio shows

Technologies for all platforms
All the above technologies will be designed to be accessed by all types of receivers and operating
platforms, including, tablets, mobile phones, mobile watch, etc..

A technology related issue: Measuring the audience
In conventional broadcasting, measuring research results on listening rates and satisfaction, depends
on user behaviour, the methodology used and the audience sample taken, so these results are often
open to argument and criticism. One of the outstanding features of Internet Radio is that audiences
can be measured with precision and accuracy, since all action is taken place online.
Measuring a web audience and understanding web user behaviour is vital to online businesses.

Disclaimer:
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Appendix A
The Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD), AVMS Directive25, applies to audiovisual media
services. Due to convergence, the notion of media services covers not only traditional broadcasting,
that is, the provision of radio and television programmes to the general public (point-tomultipoint2326) regardless of the transmission platform (terrestrial, cable, satellite, Internet or other
IP-based networks), but also provision of on-demand (point-to-point27) audiovisual media services
(art. 1).
In order to be an audiovisual media service, several conditions must be fulfilled28.These conditions can
also serve to delimit audiovisual media services from information society services and telecoms
services. First, the service must have a commercial purpose. Audiovisual content which is purely
private in nature, for example, a private website with video clips, is thus not covered. Next, the
service must have the same basic character as a traditional mass medium, that is, include information,
entertainment or education targeted at the general public. Services that are directed against a limited
amount of recipients (including email-based services, newsgroups, chat services and soon) thus fall
outside. Such services will instead, as a general rule, be information society services covered by the
BCD.
The requirement that the service must be treated as a mass medium also means that the service must
be subject to editorial control, that is, the service provider must exercise effective control over the
selection and composition of the displayed content. This implies that ‘social’ or ‘user generated’
services (for example, weblogs, services such as Facebook, YouTube and so on), which allow the users
of the service to make content available to other users of the service without the service provider’s
prior control, are not covered. Again, the fact that the CCD supplements the AVMSD means that social
media services normally will be information society services covered by the ECD.
Last but not least, the service must include ‘programmes’, which according to the directive means a
quantity of moving images with or without sound constituting an individual unit in a single
programme plan or a catalogue which in form and content can be compared with a conventional
television programme. This condition does not seem quite clear, especially when the directive also
stresses that the programme concept is to be interpreted dynamically and take account of the
television media’s continued development.
For some newly emerging media, the AVMSD is not applicable. Therefore, in April 2013, the EU
released the “Green Paper on Preparing for a Fully Converged Audiovisual World: Growth, Creation
and Values”29 to seek public consultation.

25 For detailed information on the directive see e.g. Castendyk, Dommering and Schcucr (eds.) (2008), European Media Law, Alphen aan
den Rijn: Woltcrs Kluwcr.
26 I.e. one-way communication from the radio broadcaster to an unspecified group of recipients who cannot communicate back to the
sender and thus have no influence on either the content or timing of the transmission.
27 I.e. communication directly to a specific recipient on the basis of the recipient's individual request thereof.

28 See Recitals 21-25. See also Castendyk. Dommering and Schcuer (eds.), European Media Law, Alphcn aan den Rijn: Woltcrs Kluwcr
2008, pp. 799 ct scq.

29 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/sites/digital-agenda/files/convergence_green_paper_en_0.pdf
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APPENDIX B
Some important Radio portals
Beethoven
http://www.beethoven.com
Features include live requests, free e-mail accounts, chat rooms, contests, classical music news and
special offers. Users can tune in to either a free low-bandwidth stream at 28 kbit/s using Windows
Media Player or a commercial 96 kbit/s stream with Real One Player. The navigational bar is not
uniform throughout the site so it is difficult to get to certain areas.

Launch: Music on Yahoo
http://launch.yahoo.com
As well as listening to Internet Radio, users can watch music videos, shop for ringtones, search for
song lyrics, play games and customize a station to play favourite artists. A “Turn Off Explicit Lyrics”
option allows parents to control what their children are playing.

Live 365
http://www.live365.com
Live 365 broadcasts from over 100 countries, in 22 genres, and boasts more than 600 million unique
listeners since its launch in July 1999. Users can add artists to a favourites list, rate songs and
stations and see which tracks have recently played.

Radio VH1
http://www.vh1.com/radio
Radio VH1 has more than 70 stations plus music news. Within each station is a description of the
music, the line-up of musical acts and the DJs. Currently, VH1 is not available for Mac users.

IM Tuning
http://www.sonicbox.com
Users need to download free IM Radio Tuning Software – with the minimum requirements of a 56K
modem – to access the hundreds of Real stations. Enhanced sound quality is available via the
IRhythm Remote Tuner, which uses wireless technology to play Internet music over home stereos.
INTERNET RADIO
EBU TECHNICAL REVIEW – October 2005 15 / 15
F. Kozamernik and M. Mullane

Last FM
http://www.last.fm
Features, include show business gossip and a forum for launching new artists. By typing in three
favourite singers, users can obtain a list of stations featuring these performers. As users add tracks
they build a profile which can be compared with others who have similar tastes. If users skip a song
or give it a bad rating, they will never hear it again.

MTV Radio
http://www.mtv.com/mtvradio
MTV aims to appeal to a wide variety of musical tastes. Users can choose from four radio stations:
On Air, MTV.com, Celebrity and International. Although the player has VCR-like controls and artist
ticker features, users must return to the site to see the full list of stations they want to change.

Radio-Locator
http://www.radio-locator.com
Radio-Locator provides a broad list for finding a US radio station, Internet streaming radio and world
radio. It claims that it is the only website which provides a comprehensive list of radio stations
worldwide.
It has links to over 10,000 stations and over 2,500 online streams in 148 countries. There are
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drop-down menus to search for stations.

SHOUTcast
http://www.shoutcast.com/
SHOUTcast is Nullsoft's Free Winamp-based distributed streaming audio system. It allows anyone
on the Internet to broadcast audio from their PC to listeners across the Internet, or any other IPbased
network.

Disclaimer:
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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